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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a context-aware Input Method Editor (IME) as a ubiquitous service for improving the input of text on mobile devices. In our proposed IME, it estimates the context of users according to a position information from GPS (Global Positioning System) sensor or a presence information from the Internet. Simultaneously, it generates a personal context-aware dictionary dynamically from the keywords gotten via some APIs in the Internet. Currently, the information of user’s context is also provided by NGN. In this paper, we explain the overview of our proposal and prototype implementation of Japanese.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent research in Japan[1], it is turned out that over fifty percent of Internet users access the Internet from mobile devices. And among them, over eighty percent users access the information by using not hierarchical menu in official site but search engines such as Google. Moreover, current mobile devices can use not only text messaging but also web-mail such as Gmail. It indicates that one has an opportunity to input a long text. The increase of text input on mobile devices drives the demand for improving a text input method.

In general, one uses multi tap input method for inputting text on mobile devices. For example, Japanese language has fifty characters called "kana", and five characters are allocated to each of the digit keys on mobile devices. The key "1" has following kana "し, い, う, え, お". In the case of inputting Japanese kana "し", a user pushes the key "1" four times. And if the user wants to transform kana into kanji such as "山西", the user pushes a space key, and selects the desired kanji from the candidate list.

The following approaches are conceivable as a typical method of saving input, 1) improvement of procedure of text input, 2) expansion of dictionary, and 3) prediction of input word. Some example of 1), T9[2] has been proposed in order to reduce the number of pushes. In multi tap method, an average of three pushes is necessary for inputting a character. However, T9 only needs an average of one push because the system predicts the desired word from the combination of characters. In addition, a flick-style input method which is operated on touch screen devices such as iPhone in Japan has been proposed. The five characters are input by touching the key and keeping the finger there or sliding to four directions. Some examples of 2), one can download field-specific dictionaries such as a famous person’s name. In addition, Social IME[3] has been proposed to share a word registration dictionary on the network. Some examples of 3), POBox[4] has been proposed. In this method, a user inputs a small part of the word, and the system searches a dictionary for candidate words and suggests them to the user for selection. For example, when a user inputs "g", the system predicts the words such as "Good", "General" and "Great". And if the user selects "Good", the system suggests the words such as "morning" and "job". The input methods which predict input words like this are widely used in Japan. Besides, it is now general to suggest words based on usage history and its frequency by learning the input and selection of user.

However, it is difficult to predict an input word with high-precision from only usage history and its frequency of use. Because, the input word varies from moment to moment with the user’s context (e.g., location or presence) and the purpose (e.g., mailing, searching transfer guide or around information). Incidentally, in this paper, the word "context" means real information around users. Therefore, some context-aware input methods have been proposed recently. Among them, iWnn[5] predicts words based on time and the receivers’ profile gotten from address book (we define them as local contexts). However, local context is not enough because one’s context varies with time in a mobile computing environment. For example, a place-name input for the first time or a niche landmark name (e.g., building or crossroads or restaurant name) which is not included in a dictionary can’t be suggested to user.

Therefore, we propose the new method to predict with high accuracy for mobile devices. The difference from existing prediction methods is that our system accesses the network constantly and uses the resource on it. In particular, we use the location information and presence information (we define them as global contexts), and get the name of landmark, nearby station, restaurant from some APIs. In this way, our proposed context-aware IME can suggest useful words, based on user’s location, presence, and time. We
Our proposed system can be applied to many different languages. In this paper, we explain the related research of our system in next section. In the section3, we describe the overview of our proposal. And prototype implementation for Japanese language is explained in the section4. The paper ends in section5 with conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

In this section, we explain conventional word prediction methods which utilize context of a user. In addition, we describe elemental technologies related to the proposed system, which are expansion of dictionary, estimation of user’s context from several sensor data, and mashup services.

A. Word Prediction Methods Which Utilize Context of User

There are enough researches about a word prediction method which utilizes context of a user. Hattori et al.[6] have proposed a method of query modification and guessing of search keywords based on Real-World contexts, such as user’s geographic location or the real objects surrounding the user. Also, the assistant system for writing a document on the web has been proposed[7]. This system gets attribute values from the Internet and indicates them for a user. For example, when the user writes landmark name, it guesses its address. However, these methods are not usable in a general text input scene. Because, it only work on the specific input box prepared by researchers.

As a Japanese IME to utilize context of a user, there is iWnn. It dynamically modifies guessing words based on the local context of a user. For example, changing the priority of these words “good morning” and “good night” based on time, or switching conversation expression and honorific expression based on the profile of the receiver. On the other hand, Kobayashi et al.[8] have focused on the communication scene and have proposed a word prediction method through the use of context information. In this system, some words in the message from companions during mail and chat are suggested preferentially.

B. Expansion of Dictionary for Japanese IME

The research has been taken to predict inputting words by not only using local dictionary data but also accessing the network. Okuno[3] have proposed Social IME which shares dictionary on the network and allows everyone to resister vocabulary into the dictionary. In this way, everyone is able to use wide variations of prediction words such as IT terminologies and trendy term. Our system also sets the dictionary data on the network like this system.

C. To Estimate Context of Users from Several Sensor Data

Our proposed system is one of context-aware services. There are researches to estimate a context of a user from several sensor data and apply it to other services. A method of Saruda et al.[9] estimates common movements such as sitting, standing, writing, drinking, from the feature quantity of several sensor data. Morioka et al.[10] also judge up-and-down movement of elevator and common movements such as walking and running. As a context-aware service, it has been proposed that the system pushes useful contents for user utilizing user’s context[11], and the system supports to keep some objects as a certain context[12].

However, these services are realized by each of specific context estimation engine. A middleware has been proposed as a flexibility design for unified access to real world information.[13][14]. Also, "Synapase" is a context-aware services platform[15]. It is designed in such a way as to learn of relation between sensor data and service in theory of probability, and create services automatically reflect user’s like and habit.

D. Mashup Services

Recently, it has been taken actively to create a new web service by mashup. Mashup means to combine several services. The development environment is improved by releasing some web services with APIs. In using APIs, developers can use SOAP or REST protocol and translate data written in XML. Many kinds of API has been released such as weather information, geographical information, station name and product information. For example of mashup services, showing contents related to geographical information on the map[16], and showing the product information from shopping site and the blog site mention the product at the same time.

III. THE OVERVIEW OF OUR PROPOSED SYSTEM

The schematic chart of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1. The context-aware IME is implemented on the left side server in this figure. We design it to have three functions. First, it estimates the context of user from local
contexts such as time and acceleration sensor data acquired from local devices and global-contexts such as schedule and presence information acquired from the network. Next, it generates and updates the dynamic personal context-aware dictionary from the collected words gotten via APIs. At last, it displays words from dynamic dictionary as the candidate list which are sorted by the user’s context. We explain each of functions as follows.

A. How to Estimate the Context of User

In our proposed system, it estimates what situation the user is placed and indicates the useful words as predictive candidates based on the user’s context. As input of user’s context estimation, our system uses not only local contexts such as time or address data like iWnn, but also global contexts obtainable from a network such as location information, presence information, and user’s schedule. Also, we have a plan to integrate each sensor’s data (e.g., GPS, acceleration, geomagnetism) obtainable from mobile devices, and design more integrated estimation engine. The server collects these information and estimates context of user. The method of estimation is to define some typical behavior models and to learn the words used by user. There are related researches[10][13] about the method for estimating a user’s context.

An example of typical behavior models in a certain place is shown in Figure 2. It indicates the importance of words varies with a location (i.e., user’s context). For example, nearby station name is used at stations, landmark name is used at a new place, product name is used at bookstores and electronic retail stores. At a station, the system suggests a nearby station name. If a user uses the word, the system judges it may be used at the same place and raises the weight. If the word is not used, it judges the word is not important at this area. By repeating these learning processes cyclically, it is realized that the words related to a certain place are just suggested, normal words are suggested in other place.

B. The Creation of Dynamic Personal Context-Aware Dictionary

As a conventional approach to suggest useful words, a method sorts the candidate list by setting the relation between user’s contexts and words which is already included in a dictionary. However, it is difficult to set the relation for all words. As a different approach, our proposed system creates the dynamic dictionary utilizing user’s context. The dictionary is set on the network like Social IME[3]. Also, it is created from the words gotten via some APIs related to the user’s context. Currently, a lot of APIs are released and the words can be obtained easily from it. For example, nearby station API, Yahoo Local Search API, Amazon API, and Google Map API are released. Especially in Japanese, our system saves the words and its kana into the dictionary by using Japanese language morphological analysis. The reason of saving kana is that Japanese text is mixture of kana and kanji, and kana is necessary to transform to kanji. However, the response of Japanese language morphological analysis is slow. For preventing our whole system from delaying, we have made some artifices in implementation.

C. Algorithm for Sorting the Candidate Words

Our proposed system uses a learning algorithm for sorting. It utilizes a user’s context and usage history of personal context-aware dictionary. In the initial phase, it replaces a part of usual words in the candidate list by the suggested words from personal context-aware dictionary. And it raises the importance of words if user uses it. At the same time, it records the context of the user and guesses the same words when the same context appears. It achieves the recommendation of words based on one’s pattern of behavior by obtaining the feedback of the repetition of suggesting words and user’s selection.

IV. Prototype Implementation

We now assume that input word related to the user’s context. On the other hand, it is important for developing
a user’s context estimation algorithm and sort algorithm to analyze the strength of the correlation between input word and a user’s context. Therefore, we implement the prototype system of Japanese for the preliminary experimentation. Currently, we are transporting this prototype to the Google Android device. In this section, we explain our prototype developed on PC.

The architecture of prototype system is shown in Figure 3. It is composed of three parts, local device, our server on the Internet, and general web services on the Internet. The local device has various sensors such as GPS and acceleration. In our prototype system, we use a PC as local device and adopt the Google Maps API as GPS sensor for setting user’s location visually.

The internal server in the center of Figure 3 is a main part of our proposed system. It collects information and estimates of user’s context, creates the dynamic dictionary, and suggests the words by utilizing user’s context. These functions are possible to construct on local device. However, we set it into the server on the global network because it is important not only accuracy of estimation algorithm but also processing speed. Besides, we architect it works asynchronously to collect sensor information by the system and to input text on local device. The dictionary is updated whenever location is varied. As a result, local device only searches pre-constructed database when text is input. This architecture enable the system to prevent the processing speed from slowing down when web external servers increase.

The external servers in the right of Figure 3 are not our servers but provided by several companies. In the case of this prototype system, it cooperates with the Yahoo Local Search API, Google Maps API, and Gurunavi API (provide restaurant information). Some words provided by these APIs are materials of personal context-aware dictionary.

We develop the two interfaces on PC to work prototype system, using HTML form and using ATOK Direct Plug-in. “ATOK” is one of the major IME in Japan such as MSIME. The former displays the words variation of the personal context-aware dictionary according to the location. The latter can be used on other applications such as MS-Word.

The prototype using HTML form is shown in Figure 4. The center point in the map shows a current location and it can be moved. The lower left form shows some landmark names existing within one-kilometer radius. These words provided by Yahoo Local Search API. The upper right form is entered the character “ー”, and the words which start with “ー” are listed in lower form. These words are not sorted because we don’t implement yet. This figure shows the words can be suggested, which are not recorded normal dictionary such as around building name and detailed addresses.

Also, Figure 5 shows the prototype implemented on ATOK. The ATOK has a function called “Direct Plug-in” which can import one’s own plug-in. We create the plug-in communicate with our server. In this way, proposed system can be used not depends on application.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose context-aware IME as a new approach to predict an input word on mobile devices. And we implement the prototype of Japanese to generate dictionary dynamically by using some APIs. This prototype indicates that dictionary can be created based on user’s location, and proposed system can be integrated to general IME seamlessly.
We consider the effect of saving input time depends on the strength of a correlation between user’s context and input words. Therefore, we will conduct a feasibility study to define the relation. In this research, we record a input word and a user’s context simultaneously, and analyze the relation of these for developing the algorithm of context estimation and sorting. Also, we have a plan to evaluate quantitatively how our system improves the input environment. Nevertheless, the text input environment will be improved if the system considers a user’s context and correctly predicts input words by using not only local information but also information provided from all over the world.
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